Understanding Training Methods

T

raining pet dog behavior is for two general purposes—
“do” and “don’t”: First is training basic manners, or
“do”—to perform desired behaviors on cue such as “sit,”
“down,” “come,” “stay,” and walk politely on leash. The other
purpose of pet dog training is “don’t do”—don’t jump, pull on
leash, run away, take candy from the baby and the like.

Training basic manners behaviors—“Do”
Given the large number of training books, author-named
“methods,” and different “trainers to the stars,” it may seem
as if there are nearly countless ways to train a dog. Despite this impression, the fact is that training basic
behaviors falls into one of, or a combination of, three categories: 1) Lure-Reward (L-R), 2) Compulsion-Praise
(C-P) and 3) Marker- Training (M-T). Here is a brief description of the specifics of each approach.
1. Lure-Reward Training — The trainer entices the dog into the desired position by typically using a handheld food lure, like a treat. For example, the trainer lures a dog to sit by placing a treat in front of his nose and
moving it backwards over his head. The dog follows the treat or ‘lure’ into the desired position. Reinforcement
is generally giving the food reward along with verbal praise at the completion of the desired behavior.
2. Compulsion-Praise Training — The trainer manipulates the dog into a position by using physical
placement or training equipment. For example, the dog may be physically manipulated into sitting by applying
pressure on his bottom or brought into heel position with a head halter or collar correction. Reinforcement may
be verbal praise and/or a food reward.
3. Marker-Training — The trainer uses a sound, word, or clicker to ‘mark’ or immediately indicate the moment
a dog is correct with a behavior. For example, the moment the dog’s bottom hits the floor in a sit, a trainer
would use his desired marker to tell the dog that was the right behavior. A marker is followed by reinforcement
with food and/or verbal praise. The marker creates a brief separation between food or touch and the
performance of the behavior, so food is a reward, not an enticement. Behaviors can be either shaped, captured
or lured using a marker.

Reducing undesirable behavior—“Don’t”
There are two main training approaches for reducing undesirable behaviors:
1. Train an incompatible/replacement behavior.
2. Employ an undesirable (to the dog) consequence.
Train a replacement behavior. The first approach for most reward-based trainers to reduce undesirable
behavior is to train a replacement “good” behavior. Called an “incompatible behavior,” the new behavior both
replaces and prevents the one the owner dislikes. For example, to eliminate jumping up to greet, a dog might
be taught to stand still (4-on-the-floor) or sit when the owner walks through the door. Both stand and sit are
“incompatible” with jumping up. Another example is pulling on a leash during a walk. In order to eliminate
pulling on a leash, the dog is trained and rewarded for walking on a loose leash. Loose leash walking is
incompatible with pulling.

Undesirable consequences. When a dog “knows” a behavior, that is, when the trainer has a reasonable
expectation that the dog has been sufficiently trained to recognize the cue and reliably respond appropriately,
yet fails to do so, a trainer might employ consequences for this non-compliance. Trainers may also use
consequences to reduce undesirable behaviors when an incompatible behavior is not appropriate or has not
sufficiently addressed the behavior. The purpose of these consequences is to reduce or eliminate the likelihood
of the behavior recurring and is evaluated in retrospect—by its affect on the behavior. Here’s an overview of
the three uses of undesirable consequences:
•

Good things stop — Negative punishment is an approach where the trainer removes something desirable
to the dog. For example, a brief time-out, putting away the food treat, removing the dog from an activity, or
removing attention from the dog are all negative punishments when a dog does not comply.

•

Bad things happen — Positive punishment is when an undesirable consequence (to the dog) is
immediately paired with the dog’s undesirable behavior. This includes such things as a sharp verbal
reprimand, citronella collar, electronic collar, and the like. Note: Collar “corrections“ with a choke collar or
pinch collar fall into this category. The dog receives a collar check or “correction” when the dog engages
in an undesirable behavior. For example, for jumping up to greet, the trainer might stand on the leash so
when the dog tries to jump up, he receives a correction. For pulling on leash, the trainer might give a collar
check when the dog is out of heel position.

•

Bad things stop — Technically (and confusingly) called negative reinforcement: With this approach, the
trainer removes something undesirable the moment the dog engages in the desired behavior. For example,
the technique called “be a tree”—standing still as long as the dog is pulling on leash—falls into this
category. The moment the dog stops pulling, the trainer moves forward, rewarding the loose leash.

Note: These descriptions are not the only approaches to reducing or changing undesirable behavior. For more
information, consult with a trainer or behavioral professional that specializes in working with problem dogs.
Judge the approach that’s best for you and your dog
Reward-based trainers may employ combinations of any and all of the above from time-to-time—both “do”
and “don’t do.” It is the prevalence of the trainer’s approach that defines the “method” they use. Consider
this information when talking to trainers to find the right one for you to determine if a trainer’s approach and
philosophy are compatible with your personal philosophy, your needs, your dog’s temperament, and especially
the enhancement of your relationship with your dog.
Portions of the above are from THE THINKING DOG—Crossover to Clicker Training by Gail Tamases Fisher, Dogwise
Publishing, 2009.

For more information on the Association of Pet Dog Trainers,

visit our Web site at www.apdt.com or call 1-800-PET-DOGS (738-3647) or email information@apdt.com.

